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This page presents resources about Share-VDE, initiative part of the Share Family, including materials for dissemination and public distribution. If after clicking on a link to a page or a file you are requested to input your credentials, it means that the resource is available to members only.
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Materials for public dissemination

- The documents publicly available for promoting Share-VDE and the Share family are:
  - Press release announcing Share-VDE 2.0
  - Share-VDE Statement describing the role of the initiative in the context of Library Linked Open Data
  - Share-VDE brochure
  - Video introducing Share-VDE
  - Share-VDE presentation
  - Summary of the components of the LOD Platform, that is the technology underlying the Share Family system (Italian version available)
  - Extensive description of the LOD Platform (Italian version available)
  - Share-VDE entity model
  - Share-VDE perspective on Cluster Knowledge Base and Provenance
  - Share-VDE technological stack
  - Short overview of Share-VDE and executive summary on linked data in multiple languages
    - Share-VDE: Short overview and Linked data and SVDE: Executive summary
    - Share-VDE: Brève présentation and Linked Data et SVDE: Synthèse Opérationnelle
    - Share-VDE: Überblick and Linked Data und SVDE Zusammenfassung
    - Share-VDE: Panorama and Linked Data y SVDE: Síntesis operativa
    - Share-VDE: Panoramica and Linked Data e SVDE: sintesi e contesto
  - Jacque Samples and Ian Bigelow recorded the webinar “The Share Virtual Discovery Environment”.

Bibliographic references


MARC to BIBFRAME: Converting the PCC to Linked Data, by Jacquie Samples and Ian Bigelow, in «Cataloging and Classification Quarterly journal» (April 2020) https://doi.org/10.1080/01639374.2020.1751764


Presentations and events

*Modus Operandi: Creating the Superwork in Share-VDE and the Opus Level of Description*, at the Bibliographic Conceptual Models Interest Group, American Library Association Midwinter Meeting, Philadelphia, January 2020, by Ian Bigelow

*On Bibframe Hubs*, at the Bibliographic Conceptual Models Interest Group, American Library Association Midwinter Meeting, Philadelphia, January 2020, by Kevin Ford


*Interconnections in the linked data world: the Share-VDE experience*, at the LD4 2020 conference, July 9 2020, by Anna Lionetti; recording available

BIBFRAME Workshop in Europe, September 22-23 2020, slides and recordings available at https://www.casalini.it/bfwe2020/

*Share-VDE - A facilitator for the library community*, at the Jio Institute Library Workshop, November 9 2020, by Tiziana Possemato and Michele Casalini

*Annif and Finto AI: DIY automated subject indexing from prototype to production*, at SWIB conference, November 23 2020, by Osma Suominen; recording available

*BIBFRAME Instance mining: toward authoritative publisher entities using association rules*, at SWIB conference, November 25 2020, by Jim Hahn; recording available

*Share-VDE - A facilitator for the library community*, at SWIB conference, November 27 2020, by Anna Lionetti; recording available

International conference on Bibliographic control in the digital ecosystem, February 8-12 2021:
- Ian Bigelow - Abigail Sparling, *Control or Chaos*
- Michele Casalini, *The future of bibliographic services in light of new concepts of authority control*
- Andrew MacEwan, *The International Standard Name Identifier: extending identity management across the global metadata supply chain*
- Oddrun Ohren, *The Norwegian national bibliography*
- Tiziana Possemato, *Universal bibliographic control in the semantic web*
- Philip Schreur, *I'm as good as you!*
- Osma Suominen, *Annif and Finto AI*

*Bringing an interoperable model to collaborative research catalogues*, at Jio Institute International Workshop, April 9 2021, by Tiziana Possemato and Michele Casalini

*Linked Data for Production 3: closing the loop update*, at PCC Joint Operations Committee Meeting, May 7 2021, by Philip Schreur
PCC and the transition to Linked Data - implementation during LD4P3, at PCC Joint Operations Committee Meeting, May 7 2021, by Michele Casalini

Share-VDE 2.0: a panel discussion among the Share-VDE working group chairs, panel at the LD4 2021 conference, July 22 2021, by Beth Picknally-Camden, Ian Bigelow, Jim Hahn, Martin Knott, Erik Radio, Filip Jakobsen; recording available


Share-VDE 2.0: latest advancements of the Linked Data Management and Discovery ecosystem (multiple presentations: Progress status of new developments, Share-VDE back-end status and live demo recorded), at BIBFRAME Workshop in Europe, September 21 2021, by Tiziana Possemato, Anna Lionetti, Filip Jakobsen, Andrea Gazzarini; recording available

Share-VDE: interoperability in practice, at DCMI conference, October 5 2021, by Tiziana Possemato

Modelling sequential relationships beyond MARC 21, at Bibliographic Conceptual Models Interest Group, March 10 2021, by Abigail Sparling, Charlene Chou, Ian Bigelow, Julian Everett Allgood